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Testimonials
"We were referred to Dr. Scott Andrews by a pediatric neuropsychiatrist due to our
son's neurological condition. From the moment you meet Dr. Andrews, you and your
child will feel comfortable and positive as we have. Because of his professional skills
and caring presence, our son was able to start and finish several neurological,
psychological, and educational tests. His accurate review of pages and pages of
medical and academic documents with parent interviews and survey data, and his
clear interpretation and targeted recommendations in the evaluation report and
communications, gave us the precise knowledge to make significant decisions for our
son. This experience can be described as a watershed, a critical time in guiding our
son's development and potential progress for his present and future life. We strongly
recommend Dr. Andrews... he can help you and your family too."
An Orange, MA parent
"I wanted to let you know how much I appreciate your kindness, dedication and the
diligence that you displayed on your recent interaction with our daughter. I don't
think people appreciate or comprehend the work you do and how important you are
to children. I do and I thank you. We have begun to implement your suggestions,
many are working already! We thank you - it was a rough past two years academically
for her and we are so hopeful for her future. Thank you again."
A Shrewsbury, MA parent
"--- and I want to thank you so much for the wonderful report you gave us on ------.
Your time, expertise, and support is so valuable and appreciated. Thank you again
for all your time and thoughts and we will be in touch."
An Attleboro, MA parent
"Thanks for accommodating us on short notice for ----------'s testing, and also for
making her comfortable during the process. I will be sure to share ------------'s
positive experience with ------------- at -------. Thank you very much for the extremely
comprehensive report."
An Acton, MA parent
"Please know that we really appreciate the work you did to help us learn more about
----- and how to help her."
A Townsend, MA parent
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"Thank you for your kindness and interest in my daughter when I called and taking the
time to learn everything about her. Thank you for making her feel comfortable during
testing. Thank you for calling me ahead of the report and telling me that she had
been misdiagnosed with bipolar disorder and that she had nonverbal learning disorder.
I finally know what I am dealing with at age 17 when I have been trying her whole life
to figure it out. We are moving forward and doing what needs to be done to have her
become an independent positive happy girl. We have been told your report is one of
the most thorough people have ever seen. Thank you again."
Thank you so much for information regarding the attorney and website. We deeply
appreciate your help - thank you for your time and concern."
A North Grosvenordale, CT parent
"Many thanks for your expert and speedy response once again re: -------------'s appeal
to the College Board."
An Acton, MA parent
"Thank you for all your hard work and expertise you provided concerning ---------------.
I appreciate all your help especially now that we have the answers as a family we've
been looking for some time. I am sure with a focused plan our family can advocate
appropriately to meet --------------'s needs and help her reach her full potential."
A Swansea, MA parent

